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This collection will be released on 3 March 2016.
The boxed set includes improved audio quality and extended
edits for five episodes, plus a previously unreleased 'mini-episode' recorded to coincide with the 1958 Commonwealth Games.
It contains all 20 episodes from the fifth radio series.
In these hilarious Half Hours, Hancock has a makeover; turns his
home into a private school; stands in the East Cheam by-election;
presents three short plays from the East Cheam Repertory
Company; takes in a wrestling match with Miss Pugh and gets
more than he bargains for when he wins a TV quiz show.
The episodes are: The New Radio Series; The Scandal Magazine;
The Male Suffragettes; The Insurance Policy; The Publicity
Photograph;The Unexploded Bomb; Hancock's School; Around
the World in Eighty Days; The Americans Hit Town; The Election Candidate; Hancock's Car; The East Cheam Drama Festival;
The Foreign Legion; Sunday Afternoon at Home; The Grappling
Game; The Junk Man; Hancock's War; The Prize Money; The
Threatening Letters and The Sleepless Night.

The next few pages contain an interview with Tony Hancock with Ray Nunn. This was for Woman’s Mirror Magazine
in 1962. Despite having the same title as the ill fated TV interview with John Freeman, it is far less probing and far
less revealing than its namesake.
Our grateful thanks to Mick Dawson for providing the original, which is older even than your editor. Mick also
provided the advert for Telesurance which features Tony Hancock.

The Missing Hancock's Series 2
This title will be released on February 4, 2016.
Kevin McNally stars in five further brand new recordings of
original Hancock's Half Hour scripts by Ray Galton and
Alan Simpson.
""Kevin McNally sounded astonishingly like Tony Hancock,
as did Robin Sebastian as Kenneth Williams" -" (Miranda
Sawyer The Guardian)
The episodes are:
How Hancock Won The War
The Red Planet
The Marriage Bureau
A Visit to Russia
The Trial of Father Christmas

A Self explanatory poster for the Missing Hancocks

A poster for the Missing Hancock's in place,
note the star reviews pasted over the poster.

An extract from the novel “Funny Girl” by Nick Hornby - the reviews for the book are very positive “Hilarious” The Daily Telegraph, “Simply Unputdownable” The Guardian It’s worth it for this lovely photo
of Ray Galton and Alan Simpson.

Part of a letter from Tony to the BBC, it reads, “Dear Miss Forbes, you may remember writing to me recently through Vivienne Black
regarding a Television audition to be held on Sept 14th. As you know my partner and I were working at the Windmill .....”
Taken from the BBC 4 Television programme BBC: The Secret Files, presented by Penelope Keith as she delved into the corporation's written archives.

Our thanks to Steve Paget for this programme. You can read Steve’s memories of this show in The Missing Page.

Tony Hancock, George Fairweather and “The Revels” by Lyn Phillips
I have been researching into Tony's early life in Bournemouth and have discovered items connected with his early
attempts to break into show business
Upon leaving school in 1939 Tony tried to join an entertainment troupe based on Bournemouth's West Beach called
"The Revels" their leader being one Mr Willie Cave. “The Revels" would perform three shows a day with four on
Saturdays, on a makeshift stage of wood and canvas. Often the winds that blew in from the Channel would result in
some of the troupe having to re-erect part of the walls while performances continues around them! One of the actors
who performed at these shows was Mr George Fairweather who, as we know, became Tony's good friend and mentor.
In 1939, Tony asked Willie Cave for a job but was turned down due to his youth and inexperience. During 1940, his
mother Lily approached George and asked if he could help her son get started on the show business ladder and
Fairweather agreed, the rest being history.
George Fairweather retired from show business in December 1985 and upon the occasion of his retirement was
presented with a model of “The Revels" stage. The model was made by Mr Cyril Bradley thus the connection between
the "Revels" and Mr Fairweather went full circle.
I have managed to trace the model which is housed in the Russell-Cotes Museum on Bournemouth's East Cliff, a short
walk from the Queen's Hotel

Reproduced from The Missing Page February 2003 - A review by Elaine Schollar of thee episodes of the Galton and Simpson
Comedy - which were shown at the National Film Theatre in 2002. The Episodes will be available on DVD in March 2016 along
with three others in the series.
“Friends in High Places” - (April 1969) staring Bob Monkhouse, Patricia Hayes, Frank Williams and Arthur English, in which Monk-

house plays an elderly man who suddenly finds his youth restored overnight by angelic intervention, only to come a cropper while celebrating his newly restored youth.
Much Pathos was apparent in the episode “Never talk to strangers” (May 1969) which starred Harry H Corbett as a travelling ratcatcher who, by means of subtafuge and tall stories, secures, over the phone, the affections of a young lady who is equally economical
with the truth about her true occupation and status in life. She is in fact a packer in a rubber goods factory, and is co-incidentally Corbetts next door neighbour. Alas, she discovers this too late, and can only watch from the distance as the still unknowing rat-catcher
leaves with his suitcase for pastures (and rats) anew.
“Don’t Dilly Dally on the Way” (May 1969) starred Jimmy Edwards and Pat Coombs as a couple moving home, only for the wife to
decide at the last minute, she doesn’t want to go. This also featured a very young David Jason as the husband of the couple trying to
move in.”
[“Don’t Dilly Dally on the Way” was one of the episodes remade by Paul Merton, along with one other episode on the DVD, “The
Suit” which in the Galton and Simpson Comedy version stars Leslie Philips.]

Some DVDs you might like
Get Well Soon. The comic everyday lives of a group of patients, doctors, nurses and
ancillary staff at a National Health Service hospital during the post-war period. It's 1947
and Roy Osborne (Cottle) is admitted to a tuberculosis sanatorium. Expecting a stay of a
few weeks , he's shocked at the realisation that he could be resident for more than a year.
Finding himself sharing a room with Brian Clapton (Marsan). The pair become firm
friends across the 6 episodes and get up to various japes in the ward.
This is a much gentler style of comedy than the likes of Steptoe. The character of Osborne,
naive and newly admitted to the ward, is based on Galton, whilst the old hand Clapton takes
inspiration from Simpson. Poor Roy arrives at the sanatorium with his flirty, chain smoking
mother played by ex-EastEnders star Anita Dobson.
Other roles are taken by Samantha Beckinsale as an slightly older and very glamorous
woman who sets her cap at young Roy when he takes the bed of her late husband. Three
Up, Two Down's Neil Stacy appears as Roy's mother's latest love interest, Downton
Abbey's Hugh Bonneville as Tucker, a posh know-all with unnerving fascist leanings who
shares a room with Roy and Brian much to his disgust, and Cold Feet star Robert Bathurst
as a patient who is a former RAF officer and who still believes the war is on - he even has
to an imaginary black Labrador.
The nostalgia value is very good too the production detail of the late 1940s is superlative.
Each episode is largely studio based, relying on just one or two sets (the boys' room and the
odd corridor or two) but you do often get a glimpse of outside and the surrounding areas.
In actual fact, Dobson, Stacy and Beckinsale are only ever really frequent supporting players and don't even feature in all 6 episodes.
Starring James Bolam, Keith Barron and Richard Wilson, Room at the Bottom is John Antrobus's outrageous satire on the bullying, rivalry and corruption rife within the commercial
television sector; co-scripted by Antrobus and Steptoe and Son/Hancock's Half Hour's Ray
Galton, the series casts Bolam as a luckless light-entertainment producer and Barron as his
tyrannical boss.
Former drama producer Nesbitt Gunn's recent sacking has turned his life upside down. The
offer of a new position in his company's Light Entertainment department fails to entice him,
and he barricades himself in his office in protest. When calm reasoning fails to winkle him
out and entreaties from the Chaplain end in accusations of blasphemy all concerned decide
that it's time to wheel in the big guns...

Two in Clover is a British sitcom that ran for two series from 1969 to 1970. It starred
Sid James and Victor Spinetti.and was written by Vince Powell and Harry Driver, and
produced and directed by Alan Tarrant. (who as directed Hancock’s ATV series)
The first series was made in black and white and the second series was made in colour.
This two disc DVD contains every episode from series one plus series two.
The story follows two London office workers Sid Turner (James) and Vic Evans
(Spinetti), who become bored with their nine to five jobs and decide to leave the rat
race. They end up buying a farm not knowing the hard work and complications that
this will bring. It's a typical Sid James comedy in which Sid plays his usual carry on
character. Victor Spinetti plays the straight man trying to keep Sid out of mischief.
Other good comedy actors appear in the series: John Le Mesurier, John Inman, Bill
Pertwee, James Beck, there's also an appearance from John Savident (Fred the butcher
from Coronation Street).

The Jonathan Street Poster Collection
Our thanks to Jonathan Street for sending us the illustrations on the next four pages. The first is a publicity
photo of Tony Hancock. Then there is a fine drawing of Tony, which Jonathan did based on a photo from
the final Australian TV show. Next, Jonathan has brought together some of the cartoons of Hancock from
The Missing Page, into an a lovely poster. Finally there’s a postermashup poster of Tony based on the Will
Smith Hancock film.

Stone Me, Sid, They’re Knocking Down The Hand and Racquet! By Clive Montellier
Hancock’s Half Hour has been a part of my life for as long as I can remember. By the time I was 13, I was sneaking my little transistor radio down to our holiday hotel dining room to listen in to the summer re-runs on Radio 4 (egged on by my Dad), so I was certainly an addict at an early age. It’s one of the many passions that I proudly acquired from Dad, whose enthusiasm for many classic,
and slightly obscure, films, TV programmes and radio shows worked their way into my DNA almost as soon as I could comprehend
the words. The Hancock thing was fuelled by a reel-to-reel tape he’d made from the radio containing two classic Half Hour episodes:
The Insurance Policy and The Poetry Society which, before the days of video or cassette tapes, let alone You Tube and iPlayer,
we’d replay endlessly. It’s no surprise, then, that Hancock’s East Cheam local pub, the Hand and Racquet, was seared into my consciousness in scenes such as the one where Hancock is busy refusing to pay bills on the basis of substandard service, when his
secretary (played by Hattie Jacques) opens the next letter in the pile: “It’s from the landlord of The Hand and Racquet. He’s refusing
to pay you until your act improves”. “Stone me,” replies Hancock, “Hoist by me own petard”.
It was an old copy of the newsletter of the Tony Hancock Appreciation Society that tipped me off that The Hand and Racquet wasn’t
just a fictional pub in Hancock’s world of East Cheam (itself a fiction – there’s a Cheam, of course, in Surrey, and I’ve driven through
it many times going East-West or back again, but Hancock’s seedy suburb is just a fiction), but a real hostelry in central London in
Whitcomb Street, just off Leicester Square. First, the history bit – the pub was built in Victorian times and first opened in 1865, taking
its name from the the tennis court and the national headquarters of the game which was located across the street until 1866. Quite
apart from its location close to the heart of London’s Theatreland, it was conveniently both off the beaten track and just a few minutes’ walk from the Paris Theatre, Lower Regent Street, where many of the classic BBC radio comedies were recorded. As a result,
and as a plaque on the outside of the building recorded, the upstairs became a Mecca for comedy. Artists such as Tony Hancock,
Sid James and Tommy Cooper were often seen quaffing ale or two. Tommy Cooper, when the bar was split into two bars, would use
his height to peer through the windows to see if anyone he knew was in the bar, as he always tried to avoid buying other people
drinks. The problem was everyone would see the fez and follow him in.
The pub was equally well-known amongst with writers, including Hancock’s famous writing duo, Ray Galton and Alan Simpson who
were struck by the name of the pub and decided to appropriate it for Hancock’s local. As Alan Simpson told the Independent on
Sunday in a more recent interview: “We heard about it as Tony used to drink in there and thought it such a fantastic name that we
chose The Hand & Racquet as his local in the Hancock Half Hour shows. Nowadays pubs are all called things like the Slug & Lettuce. It’s getting ridiculous”.

Sadly, The Hand and Racquet is no more. Having closed a number of years back as trade drifted away from traditional
pubs, and after a determined but unsuccessful campaign by the Victorian Society, the whole block between Whitcomb Street and
Leicester Square, including not only the pub but also the art deco cinema fronting the Square itself, has fallen victim to redevelopment to create a ‘high quality urban resort hotel’ (oh, goody, another temple of tourist bling – just what London needs).
Having drunk at the pub from time to time to sup in the same hallowed bars as my heroes, I’ve been watching the building’s slow
decline while it awaited its fate, in the hope that I might rescue some bit of memorabilia – my holy grail was one of the light fittings in
the shape of a hand holding a tennis racquet. For a long time, it was left alone although pretty insecure, until steel shutters went up
a couple of years ago. Then in Spring this year the whole block was shrouded in scaffolding and it was clear its time was up. With
more cheek than actual hope, I asked one of the workmen if it would be possible to retrieve something with the pub’s name on it,
and I was slightly taken aback to be escorted right into the site to meet the Site Manager, a bloke called Liam Hennessey. I
explained my quest and was delighted when he agreed to take a look inside and see what he could find. I was even more delighted
to get a call from him later the same day to report that, although squatters who’d gained access soon after the pub’s closure had
stripped out many of the fittings (including, sadly, the lights), he’d email me photos to see if there was anything worth saving. Equally
sadly, the pub’s hanging sign, which had survived right up until the arrival of the contractors, had been removed and destroyed
when the scaffolding went up, so all that remained were the name boards from the side of the building. By now desperate to save
something for posterity, I eagerly accepted the offer and settled down to wait until work reached that part of the site.
Months passed, work was delayed owing to the inevitable asbestos finds, and Liam moved on. Hearing nothing, I feared that my
request had been lost in handovers, but when I spotted that work had finally reached the pub itself, I talked my way back into the
site office. I’m pretty sure the new Site Manager and his team were testing me out to check I wasn’t just some chancer after a quick
EBay buck. We went from knowing nothing about the signs, to their having been destroyed, to their being sold to someone else – I
think my genuine, if disappointed, reaction that I was glad that they were at least somewhere safe sealed the deal and the truth was
revealed – they were safely stashed away, waiting for me. At over 20-feet long, one was just too big to find a home for, let alone
move without a suitable vehicle, but the other, at a mere 11 feet, looked transportable and, to put the icing on the cake, was
accompanied by the street number sign from the corner of the building.
Now – where to deposit them? I’d been loath to make any promises to any organisation until I knew they were safe, but now time
was pressing. Fortunately, my first and ideal home came up trumps – the new Museum of Comedy under St George’s Church in
Bloomsbury, where there are displays relating to both Hancock and Tommy Cooper. Some quick emailing and phone calling, followed by a lunchtime route check, sealed the deal and after work on Thursday 15 October, a couple of unsuspecting office colleagues were inveigled into helping me make the delivery. Toting an 11-foot board through the West End evening crowds made for
a few comedy moments in itself, but we arrived safely at the Museum in time to see the signs safely into their new home and retire
to another local Victorian boozer for a couple of celebratory pints.
So, a quest is done – in honour of those whose work I’ve admired so much, and of the father who introduced me to so much wonderful British humour. I’m hugely grateful to the team from McGee Group Limited who in the middle of a massive, complicated and
high profile development, found time to indulge the eccentric who wandered into their site, waffling on about long-dead comedians.
Hopefully, it won’t be long before the signs find their way onto the Museum walls and we can raise a toast to those who once drank
beneath them.

The Hand and Raquet
when it was open

Rescuing the sign

On show at the
Museum of Comedy

READERS LETTERS AND QUESTIONS
Dear THAS
Dene from Ballymena in N Ireland here. Big Hancock fan here, since the BBC1 repeats of 1986 - went to the excellent 'Missing Hancocks' show in Enniskillen!
I was contacting you for a query please, if possible. Has the society ever researched the filming of The Rebel? I'm a bit of a filming
dates archivist as a hobby, and have been trying to track down the shooting dates, schedule, etc. for the film. June to September 1960,
roughly, is as specific as I can currently find it.
You can find bits and pieces thanks to magazines, newspapers, books, online photograph archives - i.e. a photo of Tony Hancock on location in his office worker gear dated 5 July; on set at Elstree with Irene Handl at the end of August; on location in Paris in mid-September.
However, I have no idea how long a schedule it was, the start and end date, etc. and I thought the society may have researched this in the
past and maybe it was published in any of your "Missing Page" magazines or elsewhere, that I could track down.
Thanks very much, all the best,
Dene.
Kirk Jobsz
Dear THAS,
Would you be so kind to direct me to the episode of genius utter misogynistic jest where Tony says to his audience face to face, ' women,
can't live with'em' and where he created the humour in silence. I'm actually starting to believe I've dreamt it up?
Please.
Cheers
Kirk
Dear THAS,
I've been a member for a few years now and never been in touch until now. one of my passions apart from listening to and watching
Tony Hancock is
collecting photos autographs etc of Tony. I recently purchased some old autographs of Tony out of an old autograph book, there's Sid
James and Tony followed by Denis Main Wilson then Andree Melly and then a mystery one who might have nothing to do with Tony
Hancock but they seem to have been possibly signed at the same time and collected after a recording session of Hancocks Half Hour. I
was wondering if anyone would recognise who this mystery autograph is and solve this mystery.
All the best,
Thomas Potter

If you can help with any of the questions,. Then please contact us at editor@tonyhancock.org.uk

